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FOREWORD

This year has been an
especially tough one for
everyone in the retail
sector. As thoughts turn
to the future, what does
the road out of lockdown
look like? And what does
retail after COVID-19 look
like?
Bricks and mortar retail has certainly had its
challenges over the last few years, with a growing
list of retail casualties hitting the headlines on a
regular basis, including some major household
names. Even so, at the start of 2020, who would
have predicted how this year would play out?
While the recovery is obviously going to be
challenging, it’s also a time of opportunity. A
chance for businesses to reassess their strategies
and reinvent themselves. We’ve seen some great
examples of innovation during the lockdown and
we see the ability to adapt, pivot and innovate as
key to surviving in this brave new world.
We also know that accurate and timely data
is vitally important for any business to make
informed strategic decisions about the future.
At WingArc, we’ve spent the last three decades
building tools that help to explore, analyse, and
share data.

Our Retail Analytics
platform helps retailers to
collect and analyse data on
their in-store operations.
It leverages the untapped
resource that is your security
camera footage (through video
analytics), as well as other data
sources like your Point of Sale system, to
build a complete picture of customer behaviour
within your store.
That means you can see high and low traffic areas
of the store, understand how well you capture
passing foot traffic, and how well you convert
entrants to sales.
We’re very pleased to present this report on the
state of retail in 2020 and the challenges—and
opportunities—that lie ahead.
This report brings together some early data
insights on the state of retail in 2020, our view
of the road out of lockdown, as well as some
actionable advice you can implement today in
your recovery strategy.
We hope you find it useful.
Steve Hulse is CEO of WingArc Australia
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THE NEW NORMAL?

It’s essential to
reassure all your
customers that you
are serious about
creating a safe
environment for
them to shop.

KEEP YOUR
DISTANCE
In a relatively short space
of time, COVID-19 changed
everything. For the retail
industry it has brought its own
particular challenges.
It might seem hard to believe
now, as Australia starts to
emerge from lockdown, but just
a few short months ago a wave
of panic buying swept across our
supermarket shelves that saw
them stripped of essentials like
flour, pasta and toilet paper.
On the other extreme, retailers
across less essential categories
were forced to close their doors,
either due to government
restrictions or simply a lack of
customers.
Even though lockdown has
begun to ease here and around
the world, that doesn’t mean an
immediate return to normal.
This is not business as usual,
and it’s likely that we’ll be
living with social distancing and
other precautionary measures

for some time to come.
That’s clearly going to be a
challenge for retailers, who will
need to adapt business models
and operations to accommodate
prevailing government
guidelines.
This is not only important
for protecting the health and
well-being of your frontline
staff and customers, but also
for rebuilding trust with those
customers.
It’s essential to convince your
customers that it is safe to come
back into the store to shop.

ONE SIZE
(DOESN’T)
FIT ALL
It’s important to remember
that reopening doesn’t mean
the same thing for all of your
customers.
While some of your customers
(particularly those in younger
demographics, who may view

COVID as less of a threat)
may be comfortable with an
immediate return to the store,
that’s not the case for everyone.
Those customers in the older,
more vulnerable groups
in particular may be more
reluctant to return to the store,
so it’s essential to reassure all
your customers that you are
serious about creating a safe
environment for them to shop.
It starts with your signage. A
photocopied sheet run off on
your office printer and taped
to the wall isn’t going to cut
it. Invest in good quality, clear
signage and markers that
outline the social distancing and
other measures in place instore.
A visible cleaning presence,
responsible for general in-store
hygiene and wiping down hightouch surfaces throughout the
day, can also help to reassure
your customers.
Above all, however, audience
segmentation, and making sure
you are reaching all your target
markets with the appropriate
marketing messaging for each
subset, is going to be more
important now than ever before.
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THE NEW NORMAL?

BRINGING
STORE SALES
BACK
Quite understandably, with
most of the country spending
almost all their time at home
over the last couple of months,
online retail has boomed during
lockdown.
Australia Post, for example,
reported that it had seen a
“phenomenal” growth in parcel
delivery. In April, CEO Christine
Holgate reported that it had
responded to “a decade’s worth
of transformation in the space of
a month”.
At the same time, retailers
across the board have fasttracked innovations that might
have taken years to implement
under normal circumstances.
That includes concepts such as
virtual showrooms, enhanced
contact-free click and collect
offerings (such as direct to
car pickups from the likes of
Bunnings), and virtual consults
conducted by video link using
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tools like Zoom and Facetime.
While these innovations should
certainly continue, there’s
work to be done now to nudge
customers who have got used to
the online retail experience back
into stores.
That could be as simple as
offering special promotions
targeted at those customers who
have remained loyal to your
brand online during lockdown.
You could offer them special
gifts or discounts for coming
back to shop in-store.
Getting those customers back
through the door will ensure
they re-engage with your
physical presence, as well as
encouraging browsing, and
presenting an opportunity to
upsell.

You might choose to enhance
your click and collect offer
to encourage customers to
come into the store, rather
then choosing home delivery.
Additional gifts or discounts can
be a powerful driver to persuade
them to come back in. If you’ve
been offering free delivery
during lockdown then the cost
of these promotions will likely
be offset by no longer having to
cover those freight charges.
Whatever approach you choose
to take, understanding your
customers with solid, actionable
data on their activities and the
customer journey, is going to
be key to the success of your
strategy. Just as important will
be the ability to measure the
outcome of each campaign,
so you can understand which
initiatives are working, and
adapt those that are less
successful.

RETAIL

DATA

INSIGHTS

As lockdown has eased, stores
around Australia have begun
reopening and shoppers have
begun cautiously returning. We
take a look at what some of the
early data from the recovery
shows us.
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RETAIL DATA INSIGHTS

DISCRETIONARY SPENDING PER PERSON
120

According to the Australian
Bureau of Statistics, retail
turnover rose 16.3% in May
2020. While that’s the largest
seasonally adjusted monthly rise
ever recorded in the 38 years
that the ABS has published its
Retail Trade survey, it comes
after the largest seasonally
adjusted monthly fall, 17.7%,
was registered in April.
The rise was particularly strong
in categories such as clothing
and footwear, reflecting the
fact that restrictions on those
retailers have begun to ease.
That said, those industries are
still well below results for the
equivalent month in 2019.
Anonymised discretionary
spending data released by credit
bureau illion shows a similar
pattern—a big drop during
lockdown followed by a sharp
return to (almost) normal.

SHOPPERS
MORE
FOCUSSED?
One interesting pattern we’ve
seen across our customer sites,
particularly in the early stages of
the emergence from lockdown,
was that while foot traffic was
still well down on pre-lockdown
numbers, conversion rates were
significantly higher than pre-
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crisis.
That suggests that when the
lockdown initially eased, the
first wave of shoppers who
returned to physical stores were
more focussed on purchasing
than browsing.
This is entirely understandable,
and likely reflects both
individual safety concerns about
returning to stores as well as the
lingering impact of government
messaging to “stay home”
where possible.
As lockdown measures have
continued to ease in most
states, however, we’re seeing
conversion patterns that are
much closer to pre-pandemic
rates, suggesting that shoppers
are beginning to return just to
browse. Shopping as a leisure
activity—a destination in itself,

rather than simply a means to
an end—has begun to resume.

 17.7%
FALL IN RETAIL
TURNOVER,
APRIL 2020

 16.3%
RISE IN RETAIL
TURNOVER,
MAY 2020

Source: ABS Retail Business Survey

10
STEPS
EVERY RETAILER
MUST TAKE NOW

Wherever you are in your journey to recovery,
it’s fair to say that nothing will be quite the
same for some time to come. With the rulebook
well and truly out of the window, if you haven’t
already done so, now is the time to re-evaluate
your plans and reassess those KPIs.
Here we present our top tips to help you plan
and execute an effective strategy for future
success.
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10 STEPS FOR SUCCESS

1
DO YOUR
RESEARCH
With so much change happening
in such a short space of time,
it’s likely that your current
customer data no longer reflects
the reality on the ground.

Tap into
your existing
customer base,
particularly
those who
have remained
loyal during
lockdown.
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Now is the time to start rerunning your customer surveys,
and pulling together whatever
data you have, to get the
best understanding of your
customers that you can.
Tap into your existing customer
base, particularly those who
have remained loyal during the
lockdown, to understand their
sentiments around returning to
stores at this time. The answers
you get from these surveys will

be invaluable for positioning
your offering to meet their
needs and encourage them to
come back.
This is also the time to look at
whatever current customer data
you can get hold of.
That might be general data
showing the situation out in the
market from external authorities
such as the ABS, or your own
data from your Point of Sale
systems, loyalty program and
your in-store analytics data.
Of course, if you don’t have
in-store analytics set up to
give you accurate data that you
can action when building your
strategy, then now is the time to
start investigating solutions in
the market for tracking in-store
customer activity.

10 STEPS FOR SUCCESS

BECOME A
SAFE SPACE
FOR ALL YOUR
CUSTOMERS
In addition to your signage, there are other ways
you can reassure your customers and signal to
them that you are serious about safeguarding
their welfare.
That includes sanitiser available for all customers
who wish to use it on entry, as well as a visible
cleaning presence in the store, ensuring that high
touch surfaces are wiped down regularly.

2
RAISE YOUR
SIGN GAME
While some of your customers may be happy to
return to the store immediately, it’s important to
recognise and plan for the fact that this won’t be
the case for everyone.
A few photocopied pages hastily stuck to the wall
aren’t going to send the right message. Investing
in proper, professionally produced, social
distancing signage is an important step to show
your customers that you are taking this seriously.

Temperature checks are another option, with
major retailers such as Apple already announcing
plans to introduce these at the entrance of their
stores. This, however, may prove polarising to
some of your customers, so it should be carefully
considered before you decide to implement it.
These types of procedure also risk creating
a bottleneck at the doors of the store while
customers are waiting to be checked, so if you
do decide to go ahead with temperature or other
checks at entry, you’ll need to be careful to ensure
that social distancing is maintained in any queues
outside your store. It’s worth noting that people
with COVID-19 do not always develop a fever, so
while a temperature check can be useful in some
settings as an extra precaution, it is not a fully
effective method of preventing the spread of the
virus.

3

While it’s important to ensure that your
messaging reflects the prevailing government
guidelines, it’s also important to remember that
this is a branding opportunity, just like any other
signage or messaging on display in your store.
Make sure the signage conforms to your
marketing standards and reflects your brand
values and personality.
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10 STEPS FOR SUCCESS

REVIEW YOUR
MARKETING
If your customers
are being asked to
socially distance,
then it’s important
this is reflected in
your marketing
messaging and
imagery.

4
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Now is the time to take a good look at all
your marketing assets and immediately retire
anything that doesn’t match up with the current
government guidance.
If your customers are being asked to socially
distance, then it’s important that this is reflected
in your marketing messaging and imagery.
That doesn’t necessarily mean you have to show
mask wearing and hand washing, but at least
make sure that any models in your imagery are
observing safe practices. Handshakes and hugs
are off the menu, for now.

10 STEPS FOR SUCCESS

PLAN WEEKLY
REVIEWS
With so much changing as the situation evolves,
your strategy can’t be set in stone. You need to
review performance data at least weekly.
Again, this is where you need a flexible data
analytics platform that gives you timely reporting
and up-to-the-minute data to drive your
decisions.

5
REVIEW AND
REFRESH KPIS
Recognise that there will be an ongoing process of
adjustment as things slowly return to normal.
With so much uncertainty and change, any
existing KPIs will need to be fully updated, so
it’s important to update your forecasts based on
the best available data, and set out what success
looks like for your business during this uncertain
period. A “like for like” comparison against last
year isn’t going to cut it.
Your traditional forecast models may very well
no longer apply, and you’ll probably need to
realign your reporting to reflect the metrics that
you determine are important during this time. A
flexible data analytics and reporting platform is
going to be critical to achieving this.

One trend we’ve seen in early data both here in
Australia and around the world, is a flattening
of the traditional sales pattern, with the typical
weekend peaks reduced and greater activity
during weekdays.
The reasons for this are obvious, with large
numbers of people working from home and
therefore able to shop more flexibly, as well as
people’s desire to avoid crowds during what are
perceived to be the busier times.
As the lockdowns ease in some states, people
return to the office and become more comfortable
venturing out to the shops, it’s likely that these
trends will revert to the traditional patterns, but
it’s very important that you review your footfall
and sales data on a weekly basis so you can plan
your rostering accordingly to meet demand and
respond as the patterns change.

6

A one size fits all approach isn’t going to work
either, as different regions may proceed at a
different pace. A likely second wave of cases in
Victoria, for example, and potential for further
lockdowns, necessitates a very different approach
there to that taken in less impacted regions such
as WA or Queensland.
Adjust your approach, reporting, and associated
KPIs for each store in your network, if possible.
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10 STEPS FOR SUCCESS

7
TAKE STOCK
Start by
making a full
assessment of
your inventory
to understand
what is
currently
located where.
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It’s likely that the last few months of disruption
have played havoc with your inventory on hand
and your upcoming plans. The impact here will
vary by sector, but will be particularly severe for
highly seasonal categories such as apparel, where
an entire season has been lost to lockdown.
Start by making a full assessment of your
inventory to understand what is currently located
where across your distribution centres and stores.
You’ll then need to take some tough decisions
around clearing that inventory, whether that be
aggressive in-store markdowns, transferring
stock between stores, or returning to suppliers
where possible.

10 STEPS FOR SUCCESS

PLAN IN-STORE
EXCLUSIVES

8
REASSESS RANGES
The ongoing disruption is a good opportunity to
take a critical look at your range, and in the short
term respond to pandemic-driven changes in
consumer demand.

Encourage shoppers to return to the physical store
by running promotions that are only available instore, such as additional discounts or promotional
gifts.
In particular, target customers who have remained
loyal online during lockdown with special offers
to draw them back into your physical stores.

9

For example, in apparel that might mean
prioritising comfy casual wear front and centre in
stores that are in locations where your customer
base is still predominately working from home.
In sectors like homewares that might mean
promoting stock that taps into lockdown trends
like sourdough and baking. Whatever applies to
your category, it’s important to continue to assess
your strategy based on your data as habits evolve,
lockdown restrictions ease, and consumers snap
back into old ways.
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10 STEPS FOR SUCCESS

EMBRACE
OMNICHANNEL
While the concept of omnichannel retailing is
nothing new, the rapid change in consumer
behaviour during the pandemic has made it more
important than ever. During lockdown Australian
consumers have embraced online shopping like
never before, and not just for categories that
traditionally perform well online, but also for
those that have historically seen higher sales instore.
It’s also likely that demographics who would
never previously have shopped online will have
tried this for the first time while physical stores
were closed or restricted.

10
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While it’s hard to tell if this change will stick once
lockdowns are fully relaxed, now is a good time to
assess how well your online and offline channels
are integrated.
Consumers don’t differentiate, and will come
to expect that, for example, they can start the
purchase journey through one channel and
complete through the other. That might be via
seamless click and collect, or by being able to
easily place an online order while in-store for an
out of stock item.
This is also the time to re-evaluate the role of
your stores. If it’s going to remain relevant, the
store of the future needs to deliver an experience
or destination in itself that offers a compelling
point of differentiation, through experiential
marketing and immersive brand experiences that
cannot be replicated online.

When global retail brand MUJI wanted to
understand customer behaviour inside its bricks
and mortar retail stores, it turned to WingArc
Australia.
MUJI was originally founded in Japan in 1980 as a
private label brand offering simple, low-cost but
good quality products.
Today it has 975 stores around the world, and
carries more than 7,000 items ranging from
clothing and household goods to food and even
houses.

CASE
STUDY

Its Australian operations began in Melbourne in
2013, and it now boasts 5 stores across Melbourne,
Sydney and Canberra, with plans for more over
the next few years.
While sales in Australia have been growing
rapidly, the MUJI management team knew that
understanding their customers would be key
to maintaining that growth trajectory. With no
established data platform in place, the team
looked at deploying an analytics solution.
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CASE STUDY

The team knew that by understanding shopper
behaviour, they would be able to plan and execute
on their marketing objectives.
“We wanted to make strategic decisions based on
data,” said Takeshi Fujimoto, Managing Director
of MUJI Australia.
“We knew that
implementing in-store
analytics would give us
the insight we needed to
optimise our store layout
and marketing activities
to meet the needs of the
Australian consumer.”
In selecting a software
provider, MUJI was
looking for an organisation
with a strong commitment
to retail analytics and a
proven track record.
WingArc’s experience
working with retail
business intelligence
solutions for leading
global organisations, as
well as its commitment to
local Australian support
and ongoing development
of the Retail Analytics
solution, saw it selected
to be the foundation of
MUJI’s data analytics
strategy.

The core of the WingArc solution is its video
analytics capability. This leverages existing
security camera infrastructure to build up a databacked view of customer activity anywhere that
security cameras are located, both inside and
outside the store.

The data we get from
the WingArc solution
enables us to make
quick decisions based
on a really clear view
of what’s happening
on the ground across
our store network.

The WingArc Retail Analytics solution is now in
place across MUJI’s Australian store network.
The technology gives retailers an unrivalled view
of what is happening inside their stores. That
means management can see which sections of
the store are most popular, what’s happening at
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the checkouts, and how well they are capturing
passing foot traffic.

The platform automatically
analyses the footage to
monitor in-store traffic,
as well as calculating the
capture rate by comparing
foot traffic passing outside
the store with people
coming in.
To provide additional
context, the system
connects to the retailer’s
Point of Sale system, and
uses this data to calculate
the conversion rate,
average transaction value
and total sales.

With daily reports
automatically emailed to
the relevant stakeholders,
in addition to a set of
comprehensive interactive
dashboards, MUJI
management now
have visibility on the
performance of all their stores.
“The data we get from the WingArc solution
enables us to make quick decisions based on a
really clear view of what’s happening on the
ground across our store network. That means we
can assess the success of a marketing campaign
or a layout change in near real time,” said Mr

CASE STUDY

Fujimoto.
“Another area where it’s
been invaluable is our staff
rostering.”
Having the right number of
staff working at the right times
is essential to ensure a good
experience for the consumer.
With increased competition both
from other stores and online
retailers, having people available
to help if needed is a strong
point of differentiation for the
bricks and mortar experience.
And of course, avoiding queues
at the checkouts reduces the
risk of sales being lost to a
competitor.
The WingArc solution combines

the sales and store visit data
with predictive capability to
present a forward-looking view
of expected store traffic.
With staff rosters typically
needing to be created several
weeks in advance, this allows
store management to plan future
staffing levels accordingly.
“It’s been a huge time saver for
our store managers,” said James
Poppleton, General Manager
of MUJI Australia’s Business
Development Division.
“Something that used to take
up to 60% of a manger’s time is
now done in a fraction of that,
freeing those managers up to
focus on other activities. And
it’s directly helping our bottom
line by having more people on
the floor and the checkouts at

the right times.”
With WingArc Australia
continuing to actively develop
new capability to the solution,
one area of interest is
demographic analysis.
Using Artificial Intelligence,
WingArc Retail Analytics
will soon be able to present
a detailed demographic
breakdown of store visitors,
enabling the retailer to further
optimise marketing efforts.
“This level of detailed customer
data promises to be a real
game changer for us,” said Mr
Fujimoto.
“We’re excited to be working
closely with WingArc Australia
as they bring this capability to
market.”
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Get Customer Insights

Reduce Costs
We wanted to make
strategic decisions based on
data. The WingArc solution
ticked all the boxes for us.

Takeshi Fujimoto
Managing Director
MUJI Australia
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Boost Sales
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